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Windows 11 

I am sure you are all aware that Microsoft introduced a new Windows operating system in 

December 2021.  Those with Windows 10 would have received messages about this version and 

prompting you to check to see if your computer is eligible.  Few older computers will be 

upgradable. Usually, the CPU is not compatible so only a newer computer will allow you to use 

Windows 11.  Not to worry, Windows 10 will continue to be supported for another three years 

(October 2025). 

Windows 11 is really not much different from Windows 10.  The most noticeable difference is 

the location of the Start button (Windows icon on the lower left), which is now more centered on 

the task bar but still on the left of the taskbar icons.  The ClassicShell menu I have installed on 

most client computers will not work on Windows 11.  It seems to be an easy menu you work 

with and if you need help, I now know it well, I have two Windows 11 computer now.  Updates 

will still be automatic and will take over your computer in the same way.  These are important 

to complete due to security changes, so don’t put them off for long.  Please note that pending 

updates and restart requests will show up on the taskbar, lower right, near the date and time.  

Two circle arrows indicate the icon for the Windows updates and you will see a dot over the icon 

indicating the current status.  Green means that all is OK, orange, that an update is pending and 

red, that a restart is pending.  Any pending updates are likely to be noticed by odd things 

happening when you try to use your computer.  Menus won’t open or won’t respond to your 

commands.  This is the time to check for this icon to see if there is a pending update. The old 

commands are still available in Windows 11, in the Control Panel which you can access by 

clicking on the Start button and typing Control Panel. 

Passwords 

Passwords are a necessary evil in our world today.  Passwords are required for your email and 

for your bank, Social Security, or car insurance.  I highly recommend adding two-step 



verification to every account you have that offers the option. You can eliminate being hacked 

when you have two-step.  Many passwords require special formats, upper case, lower case, 

numbers and some with special characters (!@#$...).  Most understand the need for passwords 

but then how do you remember them all?  You can make your password the same for everything 

if it follows the required rules for each site, but there is a danger if it is cracked, then all your 

accounts are accessible.  I have some clients that keep a paper log of their passwords, others that 

have a Word or Excel file on their computer with all their passwords.  These methods can 

compromise security on your computer. 

I use a program to track all my passwords, secret codes and PIN numbers, that is free to 

download and has a great structure for organizing types of passwords.  I added a feature so that 

the data file (encrypted and secure) is in my Google Drive account so I have access to it from 

any of my computers or my phone.  This came in very handy when I needed a password while I 

was in Europe.  The program I use is KeePass (http://keepass.info/).  Go to this link, click on the 

most current application for your computer to download it.  Start the install and then run the 

program.  Create a file name for your KeePass file and save it to the location that is best for you, 

creating a password to access this file (the only password you will need to remember without 

writing it down).  Click on the Network tab and enter all your wireless and modem 

passwords.  Then click on the eMail tab and enter all of your email account passwords.  After 

this click on Homebanking and enter all your financial institution accounts and 

passwords.  Click the save icon and you are done.  Just remember, any time you change your 

password, open this program up and edit the selection to reflect this change.  Again, two-step 

verification systems are best where there is a secondary verification sent to your cell phone or to 

email. Once the device has gone through this process, it is usually remembered and only your 

password is needed.  You should change your passwords at least once each year to stay safe and 

protect your identity.  

If this free more manual system for tracking passwords doesn’t work well for you, there are 

many automated applications that work well but have a fee.  LastPass and RoboForm are the 

ones I would recommend.  LastPass works well across many devices including phones, 

RoboForm seems to be more intuitive and I have just started experimenting with it, so I don’t 

know all the features yet. 

It is very important to track your passwords in a secure way, so I do recommend you use one of 

these three tools for that task.  If you have questions about their use, please feel free to ask 

away. 

Antivirus (new recommendations) 

For many years I have used and recommended AVG and recently have been recommending 

TotalAV, but I need to change my position on this now.  It turns out that Microsoft has made 

http://keepass.info/


significant improvements to Defender and it is now one of the top rated antivirus applications.  

It is built into Windows 10 and Windows 11, it just needs to be turned on.  In most cases it is 

turned on automatically if you have no antivirus application installed.  This is easy to check 

however, look at the icons on the lower left of your display in the taskbar, near the date and time 

display.  There will be an icon with a shield (blue or white) and it will sometimes have a circle 

with some indicator in the circle showing the current status of Windows Defender.  A green 

check mark indicates that everything is OK but anything else means that your attention is 

needed.  Double click the icon to open the window and see what is needed.  If you wish to start 

using Defender, just uninstall your current antivirus and turn on Defender.  

You can opt for the paid version of antivirus, I now recommend the top rated Bitdefender, 

though it is not a program I have used.  I am currently using Windows Defender.  You can also 

add a VPN will give you much better security overall if you have concerns.  I am using 

ExpressVPN but there are built in VPN options now in Windows 11, (Start > Settings > Network 

& internet > VPN.) I do use two other products for cleanup, CCleaner and 

MalwareBytes.  CCleaner seems to do the best job at removing temp files in all your browsers 

and cleaning up the registry.  MalwareBytes gives me an added since of security because it runs 

in a different location that the antivirus and will find malware that other applications will miss.  

All have free versions.  

New/Used Computer systems 

Computer costs went up a bit recently due to hardware shortages.  They are up about 30% right 

now.  New laptops with Windows 11, 8 gig of RAM and webcams in the bezel of the display, 

can be found under $350 if you get them with smaller solid state hard drives (120gig or 

256gig).  New desktop computers are frequently on sale at Best Buy for the same price.  If I do 

the setup in my office, the cost for the setup with data transfer is $80 to $160.  I include the 

purchasing and picking up the computer with that price and can usually turn this around within 

48 hours.  LCD flat panel displays at 23” to 24” are less than $150, 27” are around 

$200.  Laptop computers don’t require and separate display, so an overall lower cost.  

If you want a higher quality laptop, I would recommend going with an Intel processor i-5 to i-7 

and at least 8gig of RAM if not 12gig or more.  Optical drives are not usually included anymore 

since most applications are downloaded and movies are streamed. It is worth finding laptops 

with SSD (solid state hard drives), because they are four times faster than conventional hard 

drives and manage shock much better.  The computer coming with SSD is usually smaller 

capacity but don’t let this put you off.  Check the current hard disk space you are using, likely it 

will be less.  You can check by opening File Explorer, expanding My PC, right click the Local 

C: drive and select Properties. Some computers come with two drives, and SSD and conventional 

hard drive.  In this case the conventional drive is usually 1TB.  The cost for these laptops are 

usually in the range of $700 to $1200.   



I usually have used computers available for purchase.  They are hand-me-downs that I sell for 

the cost of my labor to clean them up.  I sometimes will upgrade them with solid state hard 

drives.  I have laptops and desktops.  I have Windows 10 and Linux operating systems on these 

computers.  Check with me if you are interested.  Please check with me if you need an low cost 

computer, I currently have laptops and desktops. 

Upgrade your hard drive to speed up the computer 

The cost of SSD have dropped (about $50 per 500gig). As a result, I have been doing many 

upgrades of older computer with conventional hard drives to SSD drives.  The total cost for just 

the upgrade is usually under $115 for a 500gig drive and under $160 for a 1TB hard drive, 

including parts and labor.  Usually clients want me to do a standard clean up of the computer 

while I have it which adds just $40.  The upgrade transfers all the information, including 

programs (applications) so everything looks the same but is four times faster.  If you have a 

larger drive and you are using a very small amount of the space, I can shrink the size and put the 

image on a smaller SSD to save you some money.  I have done many of these in the last three 

years (about 200), and it makes a big difference for my clients.  It takes me about a day to get the 

SSD and then I can turn them around in about 24 hours to complete the transplant. I can do these 

on laptops or desktops. 

In Closing 

Much of my business is tuning up computers including adding RAM and SSD hard drives. I 

haven’t needed to build a computer in a long time, since it is more economical to buy new or 

surplus computers and upgrade them. If you have specific needs, I do still offer new builds and 

really love doing this work. Remember, clean out those dead files using Disk Cleanup and 

CCleaner.  Check your antivirus status and be sure Windows is up to date. Every quarter, run 

CCleaner and Malwarebytes.   

Thanks for reading. Please let me know if you have any questions. If you find this information 

helpful, please forward this email to friends and family.   

 

                

Feel free to rate me using the links above.  You can follow me on Facebook. 

http://beckettpcs.com/
http://www.yelp.com/biz/beckett-pc-solutions-aptos
https://www.facebook.com/BeckettPcSolutions/
https://twitter.com/beckettwj
https://www.linkedin.com/company/beckett-pc-solutions
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl4Od3NCPG0TueW06Rm3-Zw

